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With poverty and unemployment at levels unprecedented since the Great Depres-
sion, as wages of those with jobs stagnate, as the federal government spends tril-
lions for war and gives tax and bailout subsidies to the ultra- rich, we should be 
asking ourselves how it got to be this way and what we can do about it. To Right 
These Wrongs provides many of the answers. Robert Korstad and James Leloudis, 
two superb scholars, have spent years researching and teaching about the causes 
and cures for poverty. They have produced a work that is richly informative, im-
mensely inspiring, and deeply disturbing.
 One of this book’s strengths is that it provides a powerful historical framework 
to explain what has gone right and what has gone wrong in America. The history 
of North Carolina provides a vivid storyline. Throughout the book we repeatedly 
return to formative influences: the low- wage employer mentality created first by 
slavery and then perpetuated under segregation, buttressed by a racial system of 
capitalism that deliberately placed African Americans at the bottom of the eco-
nomic order, codified their exclusion from politics, and rewarded working- class 
and poor whites with delusory racial privileges that insured their own deprivation. 
The “white supremacy” campaigns of the 1890s in North Carolina, based on pro-
voking white fears of black sexuality and political power, eliminated black voters 
and brought down an iron fence of supposed white skin privilege that under-
mined interracial labor solidarity among workers, farmers, and poor people. From 
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the Populist movement to the industrial labor movement, from the distant past 
to our own era, white supremacy shaped North Carolina’s social structure, poli-
tics, and zero- sum- game mentality. Racism cursed a state with great promise, 
enabling demagogic media commentators and politicians such as Jesse Helms to 
trash unions, destroy community organizations, and keep white poor people from 
joining as allies with black poor people. White supremacy weakened democracy 
and allowed an economic oligarchy to run the state.
 The past was prologue. As Korstad and Leloudis remind us repeatedly, white 
supremacy and racial capitalism shaped the politics of both reactionary conser-
vatism and more enlightened progressivism in state government throughout the 
early twentieth century. In the 1940s union organizers and left- progressives chal-
lenged the old myths and divisive politics of race. Anyone familiar with Korstad’s 
remarkable history of labor organizing in North Carolina, Civil Rights Unionism: 
Tobacco Workers and the Struggle for Democracy in the Mid- Twentieth- Century South, knows 
how dramatically African American workers changed their lives through union 
organizing in that period—only to see a massive assault of red- baiting and race- 
baiting largely destroy their unions and the promising progressive political im-
pulses of the post- war era. By the 1960s, a certain degree of prosperity spread 
through a white middle class that especially benefited from the state’s relatively 
advanced educational and civic institutions. But at the same time, the state suf-
fered from some of the lowest wage rates and highest poverty rates in the country. 
This book helps us to understand how North Carolina came to be a state of such 
extremes, a place where middle- class folks can today get the most advanced edu-
cation in the nation while grinding poverty, illiteracy, and misery remain the lot 
of so many others.
 In 1963, Governor Terry Sanford and a remarkable band of academic activists 
set out to change this equation by setting up the North Carolina Fund, a privately- 
endowed and then federally- funded and foundation- funded organization, to study 
the problem of poverty and ultimately to help poor people organize themselves to 
end their marginalization and exploitation. Korstad and Leloudis wade through 
the bureaucratic machinations that made this experiment possible. The Fund sur-
veyed conditions, looked for natural leaders, and created demonstration projects 
to attack the roots of poverty. The Fund involved a younger generation of white 
and black college students, indigenous poor people, and particularly women com-
munity activists, many of them inspired by the success of activism in the black 
freedom movement that shook the South in the 1960s. Through letters, oral his-
tories, and organizational reports, the authors profile the remarkable efforts to 
challenge poverty by embracing participatory democracy at the grassroots. A few 
politicians, including not only Governor Sanford but Presidents John F. Kennedy 
and Lyndon Baines Johnson, provided inspiration and funding for North Caro-
lina’s remarkable series of experiments in cultivating hope over hate. The most 
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exciting stories in this book are not about Sanford and other political leaders but 
about activists like Howard Fuller and others who took it upon themselves to not 
just organize the poor but to create conditions whereby they could organize them-
selves.
 The reverberations of this audacious experiment proved extraordinary. Because 
the authors have studied the anti- poverty movement in such great detail, they are 
able to render a moving story documented at many different levels. The Fund’s 
leader George Esser, an academic who enlisted numerous others from the state’s 
universities and grassroots civil rights movements, started with a modest agenda 
of improving conditions. He learned through experimentation that the most 
important thing the Fund could do was to support organizing by poor people 
themselves, based on “maximum feasible participation” of the poor, a mandate 
authored and funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity director Sargent 
Shriver and other national leaders of the War on Poverty. From the urban cen-
ters of Raleigh and Durham in the Piedmont to the Appalachian Mountains in 
the west and the coastal regions of the east, a variety of organizing efforts swept 
through North Carolina’s most impoverished regions. These experiments in orga-
nizing produced significant material gains for local communities as local people 
and staff members alike changed their lives by helping poor people to shift from 
despondency and resignation to activism. Ann Atwater, a poor African Ameri-
can woman with tremendous natural leadership abilities, at one point joined with 
C. P. Ellis, a poor white Klansman who realized that he had embraced racism to 
his own detriment; together, they challenged the powers that be in Durham. This 
book is full of such inspirational stories, and the authors deserve great credit for 
recovering them. This could have been mainly a bureaucratic history, but instead 
Korstad and Leloudis offer up an engaging but previously obscure history of the 
power of grassroots anti- poverty organizing.
 All too soon, however, the storyline becomes depressingly familiar. The activi-
ties spawned by the North Carolina Fund and its various offshoots demonstrated 
the immense positive results of involving the poor in organizing tenant’s rights 
campaigns, demands for better education and childcare, an increased political 
voice, and improved community infrastructure. As the working class and poor 
made gains in structural economic reform and civic engagement, however, the 
New Right (emerging during and after the Barry Goldwater presidential cam-
paign of 1964) unleashed its counter- strategy of “white backlash,” as people called 
it at the time. It was nothing new. Korstad and Leloudis narrate a deeply disturb-
ing story in which the politics of race once again held sway and progressivism mu-
tated into reaction and retrogression, as politicians such as Jesse Helms and Con-
gressman Jim Gardner mobilized the white electorate behind a set of racist myths 
and capitalist bromides to defeat all reform efforts. The authors show how the rise 
of the Right in the 1960s and beyond created a national political and economic 
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framework of “market” (also read racial) capitalism that consistently undermined 
positive changes made by organizing working- class and poor people. They docu-
ment in disturbing detail how the engines of capitalist profit- making continued 
to expand through low- wage labor exploitation in a non- union environment and 
how the media juggernauts of endlessly repeated half- truths and outright lies 
paved the way for a new surge of individualistic, bombastic, repugnant racism.
 This book asks important questions: Why is self- activity by poor and working- 
class people so crucial to changing the landscape of American capitalism? Why 
does self- serving avarice and cultivated ignorance so regularly win out among the 
white electorate? Korstad and Leloudis frankly set out both problem and solution 
in their probing history of North Carolina’s anti- poverty warriors. In organizing, 
these people “discovered that poverty is political; it is the product of decisions—
made by the few rather than the many—about the distribution of power, wealth, 
and opportunity. To fight poverty is to struggle for democracy—to give voice to 
those who have been excluded” (10). The fact that much of this anti- poverty work 
has been undone by the machinations of right- wing politics and ideology makes 
the story of the North Carolina Fund a deeply depressing story. In our own era, it 
seems that few politicians and corporate leaders can envision, as both Terry San-
ford and Martin Luther King did, a concerted campaign to end poverty by over-
coming racial barriers and inspiring mass citizen engagement.
 Thankfully, however, To Right These Wrongs also brilliantly documents and nar-
rates a history of hope and organizing for change. It is a story that provides an 
in- depth understanding of the historical roots of the economic and political crisis 
confronting working and unemployed poor people today, not only in North Caro-
lina but across the nation, one that all those who care about citizen- based democ-
racy need to read.


